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How to wear the Academic Dress?
MASTER’S DEGREE

Master’s Academic Dress : 

1. Put on the gown. 
2. Fasten the gown using the zipper. 
3. Adjust the gown so that the pleats rest nicely on the shoulders.

1.1 1.2 1.3

1. Place the hood over shoulders with the “V” end of the hood facing front.  
2. Fasten hook onto the puller of the zipper. 
3. Secure the hood to the gown using the Velcro.

2.1 2.2 2.3

1. Place the mortarboard with the longer end at the back.   
2. The tassel should be on the right.

3.1 3.2
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ACADEMIC DRESSImportant things to take note : 

Final View of Academic Dress

Email: graduations@serangoonbroadway.com for enquiries.
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*Lining of hood follows faculty colour *Tassel should be on the right

Preparation: Iron the academic dress using a garment steamer or iron (with low heat) before use

1. The dress code is formal/smart. 
2. For gentlemen, a long-sleeved white/light-coloured 

shirt with tie, dress pants and dress shoes will be 
appropriate.  

3. For ladies, a white/light-coloured shirt/blouse with 
skirt/pants and court shoes is recommended.  

* Please note that T-shirts, shorts, slippers or sandals are 
not allowed.

Putting on the Academic Dress : 
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How to wear the Academic Dress?
MASTER OF MEDICINE DEGREE

1. Put on the gown. 
2. Fasten the gown using the zipper. 
3. Adjust the gown so that the pleats rest nicely on the shoulders.

1.1 1.2 1.3

1. Place the hood over shoulders with the “V” end of the hood facing front.  
2. Fasten hook onto the puller of the zipper. 
3. Secure the hood to the gown using the Velcro.

2.1 2.2 2.3

1. Place the bonnet on your head. 
2. The tassel should be on the right.

3.1 3.2
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ACADEMIC DRESSImportant things to take note : 

Final View of Academic Dress

Email: graduations@serangoonbroadway.com for enquiries.
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*Lining of hood follows faculty colour *Tassel should be on the right

1. The dress code is formal/smart. 
2. For gentlemen, a long-sleeved white/light-coloured 

shirt with tie, dress pants and dress shoes will be 
appropriate.  

3. For ladies, a white/light-coloured shirt/blouse with 
skirt/pants and court shoes is recommended.  

* Please note that T-shirts, shorts, slippers or sandals are 
not allowed.

*For Master of Dental Surgery, the crimson 
colour is replaced by Russett-brown. Master of Medicine’s Academic Dress : 

Putting on the Academic Dress : 
Preparation: Iron the academic dress using a garment steamer or iron (with low heat) before use
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